Agenda

Comprehensive Administrative Review

Fall In Review

Spring Initiatives
“Higher education has undergone fundamental changes in who enrolls and why, how instruction is delivered, and how it is paid for. We must ask ourselves: Are we positioned to meet the challenges of today, and are we preparing for those of tomorrow?”

The time is right for the University System to look in the mirror. A comprehensive examination of how the System and the institutions are administered in light of the new realities in higher education will help ensure we are fulfilling our mission today and tomorrow.”

— Chancellor Steve Wrigley
Comprehensive Administrative Review

University System directed assessment

System-wide assessment of all non-faculty functions

Required participation by employees selected

Assessment begins December 11, 2017
1. **Data collection** has begun and involves key leaders who have been contacted by Huron or our internal data point of contact.

2. An **Activity Assessment** will be completed by approx. 5,000 selected GT administrative employees. This online tool will take about 30 minutes for employees to complete. *For Georgia Tech, this will take place December 11 to December 22, 2017.*

3. **Supervisors will validate** the responses of the Activity Assessment for each of their direct reports. *For Georgia Tech, this will take place January 2 to 12, 2018.*

4. An **Opportunity Identification Survey** will be completed voluntarily by approx. 1,000 supervisors, managers and select individuals to understand which functions and processes work well and where there are opportunities for improvement. *This will take place December 11 to December 22, 2017.*

5. **Focus groups and interviews** with selected individuals and groups to more thoroughly explore the results of the Activity Assessment and Opportunity Identification Survey. *These will take place in January and February 2018.*
Fall In Review

Major Accomplishments for Fall

- DFARS/NIST Compliance
- Launch of the PPMO
- Completion of Firewall Upgrades
- Launch of Canvas and Digital Learning Team
- Leadership Development Cohorts
- EPP/EPM Assessment
- CRM Launches in GTPE, Scheller, and Language Institute
- Identity Management Assessment
Looking Forward to Spring

Planned for Spring – High Level

Data Center Transformation
Next Generation Enterprise Platforms
GT Digital Plan Development
FY19 Budget Planning
Coda Space Planning
Data Integration Platform
Large-scale rollout for Canvas
WorkDay Architect Phase